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The fire extinguishing specialists
Fire Eater specialises in the development of fire extinguishing
systems for the industry.

Fire eater systems use naturally occuring gases which are
proven to smother fires before they spreas-without risk
of harming your people or your facility.

Fire Eater’s engineering department.

What does this mean?

By avoiding the use of dangerous chemicals or water,

Experience the comfort of a reproof environment

Snuffs out fires before they start

Environmentally friendly

It essentially suffocates the fire in just 30-40 seconds.
It works by displacing the oxygen that allows the fire to

For peace of mind

To achieve total safety for your company, please contact

INER ®GEN
rotects human lives, property and the environmentP

®INERGEN

Get more information
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  INERGEN® is made of gases already found 
naturally in the atmosphere:

World’s safest system
®INERGEN  is the world’s safest extinguishing system, causing 

no harm to human health. This has been proven in practice 

by more than 5000 full-scale tests.

No other solution can guarantee that.

®INERGEN offers the best:

 Protection of LIFE

 Protection of ASSETS 

 Protection of ENVIRONMENT

Ensures survival of equipment 

Chemical and water alternatives can quickly destroy 
®expensive electronic equipment. Because INERGEN  snuffs 

valuable inventory. 

For more information about INER ®GEN , please contact

®Like sprinkler or halon systems INERGEN is activated by 
® detectors. Once a fire is detected, INERGEN  is released. 

breathe – and it does so without risk to humans

There is no odour, no smoke, and no damaging chemicals. 

®INERGEN  offers a friendly alternative that does not damage

the ozone layer. When it is released, the gases simply take 

their natural place in the atmospher.

The small amount of car bon dioxide is derived from natural 

processes
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